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a b s t r a c t

A typical state-of-the-art Li cathode is a composite material consisting of many (nano) phases so its
overall kinetics can be extremely sophisticated. In this paper we first show how one can identify selected
important kinetic steps that may crucially affect the overall electrode performance. Based on relatively
simple concepts supported with selected model experiments, we also give several practical recipes that
might be helpful for designing of cathodes with improved overall kinetics.
eywords:
athode
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oating
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. Introduction

Many strategies that can lead to improved Li ion cathode per-
ormance have been reported: particle size minimization [1–4],
ntroduction of controlled porosity [5,6], aliovalent doping [7,8],
reparation of conductive matrices [9], preparation of conductive
oatings [10,11], introduction of mixed conductors [12] and even
ntroduction of ceramic coatings [13].

The abundance and diversity of these approaches may cre-
te an impression that there are many different problems that
eed to be addressed in a typical cathode. That transport inside
cathode can indeed be complex has been confirmed by exten-

ive electrode modeling where a variety of possible transport and
eaction steps have been identified [14–16]. However, it is accus-
omed in kinetic studies to focus primarily on the slowest steps
ecause it is these that determine the overall rate. Thus, enhanc-

ng such steps will directly lead to enhancement of the overall
ransport.

The aim of the present work is to try to identify and discuss
n some detail several possible rate-determining steps that may
ccur in a typical state-of-the-art cathode. The identification of the

ransport bottlenecks is based on combining the results of several
arefully designed experiments and the results of our recent model-
ng of mass and charge transport on the continuum level. As shown
n Section 4, at least for some cases quite clear picture emerges. It

E-mail address: miran.gaberscek@ki.si.

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.041
can be hoped that this clearer view will help experimentalists in
future designing of cathodes with even better properties.

2. Theoretical

2.1. Dependence of electrode resistance on electrode mass

Let us divide the overall electrode kinetics in a typical electrode
composite into three steps (Fig. 1a): (A) the transport of electrons
and ions from their “reservoirs” to the active matter (e.g. active
particles), (B) the charge incorporation reaction which involves the
transfer of both charged species from the outside into the interior of
active particles and (C) the transport of lithium component inside
the solid active particles.

Case 1. Insertion of charge into active particles (step B and/or C) is
much slower than transport of charge from reservoirs to the active
particles (step A).

Here we follow the treatment introduced in our earlier paper
[17]. Let the mass of one active particle be mA and the number of
such particles in an electrode N. If we neglect the additives, the
electrode mass is given as me = N × mA. Let further the resistance
of charge insertion (or deinsertion) into one particle be RA. Then

the resistance of insertion into N particles will be N-times smaller
because their surface is N-times bigger):

Relectrode = RA

N
or equivalently Relectrode = RAmA

me
(1)

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:miran.gaberscek@ki.si
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.12.041
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ig. 1. (a) Schematical presentation of the division of overall electrode kinetics into
teps A, B and C; (b) definition of electrode resistance used in the present paper.

This means that under the conditions above, the electrode resis-
ance will be inversely proportional to the electrode mass (or to
lectrode thickness, if the surface area and the electrode density
re constant).

ase 2. Insertion of charge into active particles (i.e., step B together
ith step C) is much faster than the transport from the reservoirs

o the active particles (step A).

For easier treatment, we assume that the surface area of elec-
rode, A, is constant so any increase in electrode mass will be exactly
roportional to the increase in electrode thickness. The thicker the
lectrode, the longer will be the average paths for step A. So the
lectrode resistance will be proportional to the electrode thickness
or electrode mass):

′
electrode = Kme (2)

here K is the proportionality constant.

.2. Derivation of the electrode resistance for Case 1

Electrode resistance for the Case 1 above (see Section 2.1) can
n some cases be analytically derived. More extensive derivation is
eported in our previous papers [18,19], here we only repeat the
ain steps needed for Section 4. We start with a single particle.

he particle is surrounded by an electronic and an ionic conduc-

or. The rate-determining step for insertion/deinsertion is the solid
tate chemical diffusion within the particle. The surface reactions
re assumed to be fast. Using the general equivalent circuit for trans-
ort in mixed conductors derived by Jamnik and Maier [20], we get
or the impedance of the transport within the active particle the
Sources 189 (2009) 22–27 23

following expression:

Z = 2
d

1
4��ı

1

(d/2
√

iωCı/�ı) coth(d/2
√

iωCı/�ı) − 1
(3)

where d is the particle diameter and ω is the angular frequency,
while the total conductivity �ı is defined as

�ı ≡ �ion�electron

�ion + �electron
(4)

where �ion and �electron are ionic and electron conductivity of the
particle, respectively. The chemical capacitance Cı is defined as

Cı ≡ e2

(
∂�Li

∂cLi

)−1

(5)

where e is the unit charge, �Li is the chemical potential and cLi is
the concentration of lithium in active particle. Extrapolating Eq. (3)
to zero frequency, we get the resistance of active particle:

Rpart = 1
10�d�ı

(6)

The total electrode resistance is obtained by summing up the
contributions of all active particles constituting the electrode. Each
particle is considered fully ionically and electronically wired. The
total electrode resistance multiplied by mass of electrode, me, is
then equal to the resistance of a single particle normalized per its
mass:

Relectrode · me = Rpartv0� = 1
60

�

�ı
d2 (7)

where v0 is the particle volume and � is the particle density. The
equality on the right was obtained by inserting Eq. (6). If me is trans-
ferred to the right side, we get the same dependence between the
electrode resistance and mass as intuitively found in Eq. (1) (see
Section 2.1).

Analogous treatment for the case of point contacting between
the wire (coming from path A) and the surface of active matter,
gives a cubic dependence between the electrode resistance and the
particle diameter:

Relectrode · me = ��

12dc�chem
d3. (8)

Again, if the particle size is constant, Relectrode is inversely pro-
portional to its mass, me.

3. Experimental

The experimental procedure is described in detail elsewhere
[17]. Briefly, LiFePO4/C composites were prepared by a citrate-based
sol–gel method. Fe(III) citrate (Aldrich, 22,897-4) was dissolved in
water at 60 ◦C. Separately, an equimolar water solution of LiH2PO4
was prepared from H3PO4 (Merck 1.00573) and Li3PO4 (Aldrich,
33,889-3). The sol obtained by mixing together the solutions was
dried at 60 ◦C for at least 24 h. The obtained dried xerogel was
fired in argon atmosphere for 10 h at 700 ◦C. The heating rate was
10 K min−1. The final composite exhibited significant mesoporos-
ity and, most importantly significant amount 3.5% of native carbon
coating. The electrodes were prepared from this porous, carbon-
coated material by casting and pressing a mixture of 84 wt.% of
the as-synthesised material, 6.4 wt.% of carbon black (Printex XE2,
Degussa) and 9.6 wt.% of a Teflon binder (Aldrich 44,509/6) on alu-
minium foil followed by drying at 110 ◦C for 24 h. The active material

loading was from 1 mg cm to 13 mg cm corresponding to thick-
ness of the active layer was from 30 �m to 90 �m. The geometric
surface area of the working electrode was always 0.5 cm2. The elec-
trolyte used was a 1 M solution of LiPF6 in EC:DMC (1:1 ratio by
volume), as received from Merck. The electrochemical tests were
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arried out in a laboratory-made three-electrode test cell. The work-
ng and the counter lithium electrodes were held apart with two
eparators (Celgard 2402) between which a thin strip of lithium
erving as a reference electrode was positioned. The constant cur-
ent during cell cycling was between 8.5 mA g−1 and 1700 mA g−1

corresponding roughly from C/20 to 10 C, respectively).

. Results and discussion

.1. Determination of the slowest step in electrode kinetics

If we wish to enhance the overall transport, it is recommendable
o first identify the slowest step and then try to make improvements
n that particular step. For this purpose, we will here show two

ethods that are relatively easy to use in the battery research. Both
ethods rely on performing the most accustomed galvanostatic
easurement but at different conditions.
The first method is based on the galvanostatic measurements

t different currents I (given as A g−1, in the battery community
his current is usually given as C-rate). For each current (or C-rate)

e determine the voltage polarization �U, which is defined as the
eviation from the OCV (see the graphic representation in Fig. 1b).
e then plot I as a function of �U (see Fig. 2a). A brief analysis of
any literature data shows that the shape of this plot is quite gen-

ral for most insertion batteries. Three regions can be distinguished,

ig. 2. (a) Current as a function of electrode polarization for carbon-coated porous
iFePO4. The polarization was extracted from galvanostatic charge–discharge curves
s schematically shown in Fig. 1b. The meaning of regions 1–3, etc. is explained in
he text. (b) Three types of graphs obtained when measuring the dependence of
lectrode resistance on electrode thickness (or mass); points: actual measurements
n LiFePO4 at C/10 (full circles) and at C/2 (open squares). Letters F, S and M are
xplained in the text.
Sources 189 (2009) 22–27

as denoted in Fig. 2a. Most notably, there exists a polarization gap
(region 1 or 1′), before current can start to flow. The reason for this is
unknown and will have to be a subject of intensive further research.
In any case, we can say, that one needs to invest some energy before
the insertion process can start. In region 2 (or 2′) the current starts
to flow and increases in an exponential fashion. In other words, at
increasing overvoltage it becomes easier and easier for the current
to flow. The impression is that the material becomes more and more
activated. Later on (in region 3 or 3′), the current–polarization curve
adopts a linear shape. In electrochemistry, the linear shape is char-
acteristic for ohmic drops in the electrolyte, across contacts, etc. Our
basic interpretation related to this fundamental curve is as follows:
at low polarizations (region 2 or 2′), the current is determined by
the process of insertion (steps B and C in Fig. 1a). At higher polar-
ization the insertion becomes somehow activated and the current
now becomes limited by the transport towards the active particles
(step A)—that is why the current–voltage dependence becomes lin-
ear. So, in a given electrode different steps can be rate-determining,
depending on the magnitude of polarization (or magnitude of cur-
rent).

However, the rate-determining step should also depend on the
electrode mass (or, more precisely, thickness). Imagine a very thick
electrode in which the path for ions and electrons (step A) towards
active particles positioned in the middle of electrode will be very
long. Even if the ionic or electronic conductivity along path A is
good (for example, if we have good electrode porosity and/or con-
ductive coatings around the active material), the very long path
will mean a high resistance for the whole step A. Eventually, at a
certain thickness this resistance will become higher than the resis-
tance due to insertion (steps B and C). The opposite will be true if
the electrode mass (and hence the thickness) is small. This simple
principle is the basis for the second method used in this paper for
determination of the rate-determining step of an electrode. This
method consists of measuring the galvanostatic curves for elec-
trodes having different thicknesses. Because the electrode thickness
is difficult to determine (it is merely several tens of micrometers),
one can also measure the electrode mass which is proportional to
the thickness—provided that the electrode area and density are
kept constant. From the measured galvanostatic curves, one first
determines the electrode resistance. This is simply obtained by
dividing the electrode polarization with the galvanostatic current,
i.e., Relectrode = �U/I (see Fig. 1b). Note that because the current is
given in [Ag−1], the unit for electrode resistance is [	g], that is,
the usual resistance is here multiplied by mass unit. This is a sort of
normalization which sometimes allows easier comparison between
different electrodes. Note also that the same normalization was
used in our derivation of Eqs. (7) and (8). Of course, we can also
divide the electrode resistance by its mass and thus obtain the
non-normalized electrode resistance. Exactly this is done in Fig. 2b,
where the non-normalized electrode resistance is plotted as a func-
tion of electrode mass.

Three types of graphs are displayed in Fig. 2b. If the transport
step A is fast compared to steps B and/or C (Case 1 in our theoret-
ical treatment), then the type of curve denoted by F is obtained.
This occurs at small polarization (region 2 or 2′ in graph 2a). Most
importantly, the experimentally measured points exactly follow the
corresponding theoretical prediction (the fit using either Eqs. (1),
(7) or (8) is denoted by the solid curve). Once again, this confirms
our hypothesis that at small rates the resistance due to insertion
is much bigger than the resistance due to migration of ions and
electrons along the path of step A. Interestingly, preliminary test-

ing of TiO2 anatase nanowire-like material showed that the F shape
is preserved to C-rates as high as 10 C (in a sense, 10 C is percepted
as low-rate for anatase material). We assume that due to their high
aspect ratio, nanowire-like particles are more loosely packed than
ordinary spheroidal particles. This way, nanowire-like particles can
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Fig. 3. Top: example of poor (left) and good (right) contacting between the
ionic/electronic conductors and active particle. Bottom: corresponding calculated
M. Gaberscek / Journal of P

ccommodate more electrolyte which enhances the transport of
ons towards TiO2 up to relatively high rates. This indicates that
uite big enhancement in the rate of step A is possible by certain
orphological changes of active particles.
The other extreme theoretical case of transport limitation (Case

, see Section 2.1) is demonstrated by curve S in Fig. 2b. Eq. (2) pre-
icts a linear relationship between the electrode resistance and the
lectrode mass (or, in fact, thickness). We chose letter S to remind
s that in this case the transport towards the active particles, i.e.,
tep A, is slow if compared to steps B and C. This case is expected
o occur at very high rates where the polarization curve becomes a
ompletely straight line (ohmic drop completely prevails over the
nsertion). In terms of Fig. 2a, this would correspond to the end
f region 3 or 3’. In any case, it is possible to predict that shape
will, generally, also occur in cases where the active particles are

very) small and/or possess a high chemical diffusion coefficient. Of
ourse, curve S is also expected in cases where electrode porosity is
nsufficient (slowing down the transport of ions), where the amount
f electronically conductive additive is too small, etc. Experiments
o confirm this behaviour are underway.

The third typical case is the mixed-transport case exemplified
y the experimental points along curve M in Fig. 2b. Again, these
oints correspond to measurement of coated LiFePO4. Electrodes
ith different masses (thicknesses) were measured at C/2 and the

esistance was determined as shown in Fig. 1b. At this rate, the
inetics due to transport step A are comparable to the kinetics
ue to steps B and/or C. In other words, this is an intermediate
ase between both extreme cases discussed above. It is thus not
urprising that the inverse proportionality of curve F and the pro-
ortionality of curve S more or less annihilate and a very weak or
ven no dependence of Relectrode on mass (or thickness) is obtained.
e have experimentally observed this kind of curves for the afore-
entioned LiFePO4 at C-rates slightly lower or higher than ca. C/2

nd for TiO2 anatase nanotubes at rates higher than ca. 30 C (not
hown).

.2. The effect of contacting between the electronic/ionic
onductor and the active matter

In the theoretical part we showed that, besides the mass, the
lectrode resistance also depends on particles size and on the way
ow electronic and ionic paths are distributed immediately at the
urface of active matter (Eqs. (7) and (8)). Speaking naively, this
istribution determines how many electrons and ions per time unit
an enter a given active particle. Depending on this distribution,
wo kinds of laws connecting electrode resistance and particle size
an be predicted: a square law (Eq. (7)) and a cubic law (Eq. (8)).
o easier understand the physical situation corresponding to both
aws, we depicted the expected path of lithium insertion for both
aws (Fig. 3a).

Comparing Eqs. (7) and (8), we realize that at a given particle
ize the electrode resistance will be much higher in the case of point
ontacting (Eq. (8)) than in the case of full contacting of both phases
Eq. (7)) around the particles (see Fig. 3, bottom). So, a good technol-
gy is such which not only minimizes the resistance of electronic
nd ionic paths leading towards the active particles but also mini-
izes the particle size and, at the same time, allows a full contacting

f both phases around each active particle.
Of course, a full contacting of both phases around each active

article is the ideal situation which probably cannot be realized
n most practical cases. Especially difficult is this realization when

he particle size gets very small. From the many papers published
n recent years (see Section 1), one gets an impression that there
re many practical cases where one of the conductive phases forms
much better contacting with the active material than the other.

n such “asymmetrical cases of contacting geometry”, the ratio
curves (using Eqs. (7) and (8)). In the calculation, the following values of param-
eters were used: � = 3.5 g cm−1, � ion = 6.4 × 10−11 S cm−1, �electron = 3 × 10−9 S cm−1,
dp.c. = 20 nm, n = 10. Note that at any particle size the resistance due to point con-
tacting is very much higher than that due to the whole-surface contacting.

between the ionic and the electronic conductivity of our active
material becomes of crucial importance. Both asymmetrical cases
are discussed in next two sections.

4.2.1. Electronic conductivity is much lower than ionic,
�electron � �ion

Since the invention of LiFePO4, basically all researchers have
believed that this material satisfies perfectly the above criterion.
This belief stemmed from the experimental fact that �electron for
LiFePO4 was much lower (ca. 10−9 S cm−1 at RT) [7] than in most
other materials used before (typically between 10−3 S cm−1 and
10−4 S cm−1 at RT [21,22]). Due to the arbitrary speculation that
in LiFePO4 �electron � �ion, many authors intuitively proposed vari-
ous technological solutions to compensate for the apparently low
electronic conductivity, such as aliovalent doping [7,8] or carbon
coating technology [10,11]. While the true effect of aliovalent dop-
ing was later on disputed [23], the carbon coating strategy was
quite generally accepted and, in a way, strengthened the belief
that the identification of the problem (�electron � �ion) was correct
and that the proposed solutions were conceptually sound. Only
very recently, the actual effect of conductive coatings has been
systematically investigated [3,19]. Our recent work [19], in fact,
shows that the effect of conductive coating on the electrode resis-
tance of LiFePO4, if existent, is certainly much less important than
the particle size effect. We explained this unexpected result by
proposing that the basic assumption is actually reversed, that is

that �electron � �ion. It seems that most previous authors mistakenly
ascribed the good performance of their carbon-coated samples to
the presence of carbon coating itself rather than to the fact that the
presence of carbon suppressed the particle growth during material
preparation.
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Our opinion is that there are not many active materials where
he above basic condition, �electron � �ion, is actually satisfied. But
f we have to deal with such a material, then the coating strategy
hould indeed be helpful. The resistances of point-contacted and
oated material should then roughly obey Eqs. (8) and (7) leading to
he corresponding graphs in Fig. 3. Aliovalent doping which would
ncrease �electron should also be very effective in such cases.

.2.2. Electronic conductivity is much higher than ionic,

electron � �ion
This case probably applies for most known battery materials,

ncluding LiFePO4. Because here it is the ionic movement inside the
ctive matter that is rate determining, we have to take care that
s many as possible ions reach easily the surface of active parti-
les. These, of course, have to be as small as possible to minimize
he resistance according to Eqs. (7) and (8). But beside being small,
he particles should also be sufficiently separated from each other
o allow for full access of electrolyte (and thus ions) around each
article. It seems that while many authors put significant effort

nto particle size minimization, they pay much less attention to
revention of their agglomeration or even sintering. For example,
ne is often satisfied if the Scherrer’s formula gives a small enough
alue for particle size; of course, this way the extent of particle
gglomeration cannot be assessed.

According to our experience, prevention of particle agglom-
ration requires a special effort. In our most recent approach
e achieved good results by using a silica precursor during heat

reatment of a titania precursor [24]. The silica not only pre-
ented excessive particle growth but also served as an inter-particle
spacer” in the final composite allowing for a better access of the
lectrolyte to the TiO2 nanoparticle surface.

Another effective way in the battle against agglomeration is to
se porous instead of particulate materials [5,6]. There the access
f electrolyte will be controlled by pore size distribution and good
ore-to-pore connectivity while the solid state diffusion rate will
e determined by the thickness of walls between the pores.

How about the role of electron-conducting additives in cases
here �electron � �ion? Are such additives necessary at all? As
entioned above, there is now not only theoretical but also experi-
ental [3,19] evidence available that, in such cases, we certainly do

o need to prepare special conductive coatings. But unless �electron
s by many orders of magnitude higher than �ion, it is easy to show
hat some conductive additive is still needed. Let us imagine the
ather ideal situation depicted in Fig. 4, where the conductive addi-
ive surrounds a larger group of spherical active particles. The active
articles are contacted in such a way that electrons can easily be
ransferred from one to another particle. At the same time, there
s enough space in the inter-particle voids for accommodation of
he electrolyte. Now, by analogy with Eq. (7) the ionic contribu-
ion to the electrode resistance will be determined by the particle
imension and its ionic conductivity [19]:

particle,ionic = 1
60

�

�ion
d2. (9)

The electronic contribution within the given particle group,
owever, will depend on the average diameter of this group
because note that the electronic conductor is positioned around
hat group and there are no easy pathways for electron within the
roup). Again, by analogy with Eq. (7) we can estimate the electronic
ontribution to the electrode resistance by

1 �

m,electronic =

60
g

�electronic
D2, (10)

here �g is the average density and D the diameter of the group.
By comparing (4) and (5) we can get a rough criterion that tells

s which is the maximum size of the group of particles that still
Fig. 4. Schematic visualization of the meaning of Eq. (11) (see the text). Of course,
the real distribution of carbon black may deviate significantly from the pattern
displayed, so Eq. (11) should be considered a rough approximation only.

causes no significant problems due to electronic conduction:

D ≤ d

√
�

�g

�electron

�ion
. (11)

As an example, let us use Eq. (11) for estimation of D in a
LiFePO4-based composite. Based on our previous estimations and
on single crystal measurements, let us assume that in LiFePO4 the
ratio �electron/�ion is in the order of 50. If we neglect the difference in
the density of single particle and the group of particles, we find that
D ≤ 7d. So, if the particle size of LiFePO4 is about 100 nm, we need an
electronically conductive additive to be distributed around clusters
of particles that are no bigger than ca. 700 nm. Of course, such a rel-
atively “mild” requirement can be satisfied by the usual addition of
several wt.% of carbon black and its random distribution among the
relatively big clusters of nanoparticles. Such simple ad-mixing of
carbon black, however, could become problematic when D becomes
comparable to the size of carbon black particles, e.g. below 200 nm;
according to the present estimation this would happen when the
particle size of LiFePO4 becomes smaller than ca. 30 nm.

5. Conclusions

Some simple approaches for evaluation of the possible bottle-
neck processes in the Li cathode kinetics were presented. First we
showed two methods that can distinguish between the transport of
charges from their reservoirs (current collector, electrolyte) to the
active particles and the further transport into and inside the active
particles. The methods involve the usual measurement of galvano-
static charge–discharge curves at different C-rate or at different
electrode thicknesses (or masses).

Particularly important for the kinetics is the way how the active
particles are contacted by electronic and ionic conductor. We have
presented a couple of simple criteria that determine the actual
strategy towards optimization of this contacting. If the electronic
conductivity of the active material is lower than the ionic, then the
well known conductive coating strategy is recommendable. Alter-
natively, doping leading to conductivity enhancement can be used.
However, in most active materials the ionic conductivity is actually

lower than the electronic. In such cases we have to be particularly
careful that after particle size minimization no particle agglomer-
ation occurs. The use of special spacers could be a good approach.
Alternatively, one can prepare porous particles with appropriate
pore size distribution to enhance the ionic transport. Finally, we
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resented a simple formula that can be used for a rough evalua-
ion of the distribution of the electronically conductive additives
carbon black, etc.) needed for a good performance of composite
lectrodes.
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